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Computer vision Engineer 

Posi1on Purpose 

The ideal candidate for this role will be a strong, creaIve and highly moIvated Machine 
Learning engineer, who will lead our efforts on providing computer vision soluIons and the 
best detecIon and classificaIon tools for our customers. 

What you'll be doing 

You will implement novel machine learning and staIsIcal approaches for image detecIon and 
classificaIon. 
Developing, training and opImizing deep neural networks for object detecIon/classificaIon on 
real images. 
IntegraIon learning algorithms into our AI plaXorm. 
You will have a chance to create and implement novel and resourceful computer vision 
methods for image processing. 
Transferring technology to our engineering teams. 
Review other team members’ code, supply construcIve feedback for their changes. 

What we need to see (basic qualifica1ons): 

MSc/PhD in Computer Science, Machine Learning or related technical field. 
Proficient programming skills in Python (R, Java, C, C++ or other object-oriented languages 
would be BONUS). 
Experience with Opencv, PyTorch/Tensorflow. 
Extensive knowledge and pracIcal experience of deep learning algorithms: CNN, RNN, GAN, 
transfer learning and other architectures. 
Strong fundamentals in problem-solving, algorithm design and complexity analysis. 
A strong preference and desire to work at an early-stage start-up. 
Excellent communicaIon and data presentaIon skills, both verbal and wriden. 

What we would also prefer to see (preferred qualifica1ons): 

At least 2 years of experience in Computer Vision, image processing, Machine Learning, 
Algorithmic FoundaIons of OpImizaIon and ArIficial Intelligence. 
Experience in developing, training and opImizing deep neural networks for object detecIon/
classificaIon on real images. 
Strong personal interest in learning, researching, and creaIng new technologies with high 
customer impact. 
A self-starIng, self-learning approach to solving difficult engineering problems. 

We offer 



• Flexible working hours.  
• Possibility to enter and grow into a technology-based company  
• CompeIIve salary with other benefits. 
• Access to conferences and training, internal tech sessions and language courses. 

¿Sounds interes1ng? 

Please send your resume at:  contact@sonicat-systems.com
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